
INSCRUTABLE HANDWRITING ANALYSIS

Graphology, or the art of analyzing someone's personality through their to private or inscrutable personalities, while a
signature that's much clearer and neater.

Closely spaced lines indicates that that the writer operates close to the action. These writers make their m's, n's
and h's in the opposite way to the arcade writer, like cups, or troughs, into which people can pour their
troubles or just give information. The angle writer, is better employing talents at work and for business or
project purposes, rather than nurturing, which is the strength of the garland writer. A full lower loop with light
pressure indicates a need or wish for security. The most important characteristic is group solidarity against
outsiders. Lower zone as in g, y, p, etc Lower loops are also varied and have different meanings. The foot of
the page shows energy, instincts and practicality. Elaine offers advice for staff selection, counselling,
lecturing, exhibition presentations, public speaking, and for TV, radio and newspaper articles. The Romans
used graphology, and through the centuries since then various civilisations and cultures have analysed
handwriting to identify the essence of the person who produced it. This is a special offer to visitors of this
page, so please mention the businessballs website if you contact Elaine to arrange your analysis. Supposedly,
it can even reveal the vulnerable sides of some of the most powerful and successful people in the country.
They are pronounced egotists, arrogant and acquisitive. The science of graphology uses at least different
handwriting features in its investigative approach. Professional graphologists operate to a strict code of ethics,
and these experts are constantly in demand; those who use it recognise its value in the workplace as an
additional method of understanding character. For example, the writer may wish to be friendly, manipulative,
responsive, intrusive, to sell, to control, to be loving, supportive, just to name some possibilities. I enlisted
certified graphologist Elaine Charal , who offered to analyze my handwriting and give me a free personality
report. Line spacing Handwriting samples are always best on unlined paper, and particularly for exhibiting
line-spacing features. Handwriting Features As previously stated there are around features - this introductory
article attempts to explain some of the basic ones that can be readily understood and which give interesting
information. The Garland writer enjoys being helpful and likes to be involved. Garland Garland is like an
inverted 'arcade' and is a people-orientated script. Theory and History A person's handwriting - the script - and
its placing on the page express the unique impulses of the individual: logically, the brain sends signals along
the muscles to the writing implement they control. It is therefore an extremely useful tool in identifying the
quality and capacity of an individual's talents and potential, particularly in career guidance and improving
relationships. She now edits the Insitute's journal. Then, I showed the results to three people who know me
well â€” my sister Sara, my roommate Michael, and my longtime friend Christine â€” and had them judge
whether her assessment was accurate. Handwriting analysts believe that every one of your loops, crosses, and
dots can reveal aspects of your personality. Max Pulver, a Swiss graphologist, asserts that the meaning of
rolled strokes depends upon the zone and position in which they occur. They are contentious; they know it all
and allegedly have the better answer for everything. The contribution of this article is gratefully
acknowledged. In a professional or organizational context, graphology can play an important part in enabling
working relationships to be forged that will enhance the quality of the group or team performance. All of these
features have potentially positive and negative connotations; the analyst uses the flow and facility ease,
smoothness of the script to infer a positive or negative interpretation. If the writing is small and delicate, the
writer is unlikely to be a good communicator with anyone other than those on their own particular wavelength.
Wider upper zone loops indicate more of a tendency to dream up ideas and mull them over. The graphologist's
interpretation skill is in the psychological art of understanding the particular blend of handwriting features - an
expert is able to see the writer 'step off the page'. The right side shows other people and the future. Thread
Thread handwriting is like unravelled wool, waiting to be made up into something fresh. Wavyline Wavyline
handwriting is often an amalgam of all or most of the other forms and is usually written by people who are
mentally mature and skilful. Understanding the personality through handwriting is a valuable way of making
the best of both personal awareness and interpersonal situations for the benefit of all concerned. It shows that
they can call on a variety of responses, to suit the occasion and indicates good coping mechanisms. They can
be very clever at drawing together strands of information and making something of them. If there are
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reasonably proportioned upper zone loops, this indicates someone who likes to think things through and use
their imagination in a sensible way. It is the combination of features, and the interaction between them that
enable a full and clear interpretation.


